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A BRIEF HISTORYA BRIEF HISTORY

Prior to 2009 we did nothingPrior to 2009 we did nothing
2009 pilot program in 3 residence halls
2010 full program2010 full program
2011 now we’re the “experts”
In just 3 years you can go from nothing 
to being a program that others seek 
i f ti finformation from



LESSONS LEARNEDLESSONS LEARNED

Identifying what you want to recycleIdentifying what you want to recycle
Leaning what you can recycle
Create categoriesCreate categories
You need lots of boxes!
Where can we hold/store and organizeWhere can we hold/store and organize 
items?
The realities of being urban and NIMBYThe realities of being urban and NIMBY
Cost savings
CarpetCarpet



CATEGORIESCATEGORIES

ClothingClothing
Shoes
Electronics (CRC)Electronics (CRC)
Office/art supplies
Non-perishable food
Carpets
Plastic bags
Paperp



PLANNINGPLANNING

The GREEN TEAMThe GREEN TEAM
Regular meetings with students
Creating leadership opportunitiesCreating leadership opportunities
How can they help if they have to study for 
finals and move out at the same time as the 
program?

Our staff
Meeting in March for May program
Setting expectations



PLANNINGPLANNING

BudgetBudget
Planning for the next year
What are our needsWhat are our needs
$12,000 is my sustainability budget for the 
year ($2,000 goes towards this program)y ( g g )

Communication
Brandingg
E-mail and web presence
Utilizing the RA staffg



WHAT TO DO WITH ITEMSWHAT TO DO WITH ITEMS

Donate or sell?Donate or sell?
Organizing volunteers
Pickup logisticsPickup logistics
Getting on the same page on how much 

h t keach group can take
What to do with carpets



DOCUMENTATIONDOCUMENTATION

How do we know how much weHow do we know how much we 
donated?
Bragging Rights (or working with theBragging Rights (or working with the 
school newspaper)
Cost benefit analysisCost benefit analysis

The cost of getting rid of trash versus 
recycled materialrecycled material
Donations are even cheaper… no cost!



COLLECTING FEEDBACKCOLLECTING FEEDBACK

Talk with the live-in staff about impactTalk with the live in staff about impact
Office of Sustainability
Recipients of donated materialRecipients of donated material

Did this work?
Did someone benefit from this action?
Can you accommodate all the material?

Students
did you know we did this?
How to increase participation



WHY DO WE HAVE SO MUCH?WHY DO WE HAVE SO MUCH?

12 000 lbs of donated materials12,000 lbs of donated materials
Goal is to increase by 20% in may 2011
Why do students bring so much?Why do students bring so much?
How can we reduce this in the first 

l ?place?


